Alternative Stormwater Management Methods
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Stormwater enters via curb cuts into these shallow
depressions or swales. Specialized plants and
compost-rich soil mixes remove stormwater pollutants
and reduce stormwater runoff. Rain gardens can be found
along sidewalks and in the median.

B I O R E T E N T I O N B OX E S

Stormwater flows through a special soil mixture in a
landscaped container. The soil captures and immobilizes
pollutants; those pollutants are then broken down and
absorbed by the system’s tree or shrub.
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H OW I S S TO R M WAT E R T R E AT E D A L O N G A U R O R A ?
Storm events produce a surge of water to a system, flowing quickly over paved
areas while picking up pollutants and sediment. This creates concerns for erosion
and the quality of water reaching our streams, lakes, and Puget Sound.
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Stormwater enters between these
Concrete Paver gaps

Gravel Layers allow water to infiltrate

Storm drains and catch basins are used to help direct and contain runoff, but these
conventional methods eventually release untreated water into our natural systems.
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Street Trees and Shrubs
take up the water, help
remove pollutants, and
shade the urban corridor
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Stormwater enters from
street via Curb Cut
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Next, the stormwater enters the Mechanical Filter to
remove fine sediment, excess nutrients, petroleum
hydrocarbons, and heavy metals before reaching sensitive
receiving water bodies, such as our salmon-bearing streams.

reduces soil moisture loss
and suppresses weeds, adds
nutrients and microorganisms
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Existing Soils

O I L / W AT E R
S E PA R AT O R

support the paving above loose
soil in which tree roots can grow
allowing for larger, healthier trees

Stormwater enters a vault
and is passed through a
binding material that forces
oil particles to combine
into larger droplets that
float to the surface. The
oil can then be removed from
the stormwater and disposed.
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Layer of Gravel supports
the root boxes
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Section of permeable sidewalk, root boxes and rain garden
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Along Aurora Avenue, alternative stormwater management methods of capturing
and retaining runoff have also been added to help regulate the flow, filter, and
clean the water they catch.
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Stormwater enters and flows across a curved plate in the
Swirl Tank. A swirling (vortex) pattern is produced
that helps floatable contaminants to migrate to the
center, and heavier polluting solids to settle out to the
bottom of the chamber.

(sand and compost)
infiltrates stormwater,
retains moisture,
filters pollutants,
and fertilizes plants
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Flow to Echo Lake/
McAleer Creek Basin

Drain Pipe conducts
excess water to the city
storm drain pipes
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S W I R L TA N K & F I LT E R
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Stormwater flows off the roadway
and across the shoulder to a grass
strip and trench containing
specialized soils. Through
filtration and chemical processes,
sediment and pollutants are
removed from the stormwater.
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Permeable sidewalk pavers (root box system underground)
and a planting bed line the south side of Shoreline City Hall.
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Stormwater enters a vault or manhole and flows through
cartridges containing filter materials specifically
designed to remove sediment and pollutants of concern.
Filter materials are replaced at regular intervals to provide
consistently clean stormwater.
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Stormwater infiltrates
via openings between
permeable pavers to
the root box system
underneath. The modular
root boxes hold lightly
compacted soils in place, to
promote healthy root
and tree growth, while
supporting the sidewalk.

Installation of root
box system under
the sidewalk
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